No 4-2 Courses In Fall Of 1948
Registrar Explains Change In Schedule

The Institute's announcement that no fourth year, second term courses will be offered for seniors in the fall term, 1948, means that seniors completing the first term of the fourth year this spring will be forced to attend the summer session to obtain the required courses.

According to Registrar Joseph MacKinnon, this policy will allow seniors who wish to graduate as soon as possible to finish their course in the summer. It was the Institute's experience, in 1946 and 1947, stated Mr. MacKinnon, that most seniors, and especially veterans, wished to graduate quickly and did not mind attending the summer session. In addition, it was stated, the Institute wished to return to a normal two-tern schedule, and it has been planned to make the change this year.

However, this policy will undoubtedly inconvenience some seniors, and Mr. MacKinnon stated that these seniors who did not attend the summer session would be forced to take their courses after getting desired courses in the fall, as the Institute will not offer the usual academic. It is impossible to please everybody, and the planned change will go into effect this year.

Hockey
(Continued from Page 3)
Deadlock Score
The third period was the most exciting of the game with Middlebury fighting its way to a tie with goals at the start and end of the period. The Tech set-up made almost twenty shots during the period succumbing the attack all the way. Yet it couldn't get the puck into the Panther net and the regulation three periods ended with the score deadlocked at 6-6.

After Paul Thompson had netted his game winning goal the play was again marked by Tech's scoring frustration. With a minute left to play the Beavers pulled their goalie and in desperation played with six men on the attack. But this too was in vain and the score ended with Middlebury on the long side of the 7-7 score.

Swimming
(Continued from Page 3)
Winner was dominated by the two Techmen, Ben Dann and Dick Piller. During the last two laps of the race Piller was pushing Piller for the winning position, but Piller came through to win with a time of one minute, 46.8 seconds with Piller copping the runner-up spot about a yard behind his teammate.
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It takes ABC to Satisfy

When you change to Chesterfield
THE FIRST THING YOU WILL NOTICE IS THEIR MILDNESS...that's because of their Right Combination Worlds Best Tobaccos.

A. ALWAYS Milder
B. Better Tasting
C. Cooler Smoking
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